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ABSTRACT
Kwon, Yul M.S.I.E., Purdue University, May 2014. Detecting Air Traffic Controller
Interventions in Recorded Air Transportation System Data. Major Professor: Steven
J. Landry.
In this study, I propose a systematic method of detecting aircraft deviation due
to air traffic controller (ATC) intervention. The aircraft deviations associated with
ATC interventions are detected using a heuristic algorithm developed from analyzing
the actual positions of an aircraft to its filed flight plan when the aircraft trajec-
tories were identified as having an encounter in a loss-of-separation incident. An
actual (closed-loop) flight trajectory of the Cleveland Air Route Traffic Control Cen-
ter (ZOB ARTCC) was collected from the FlightAware database. This was compared
with the corresponding planned (open-loop) trajectory dataset generated by the Mi-
crosoft©Flight Simulator X (FSX). I implemented a conflict-detection algorithm in
Matlab to identify open-loop flight trajectories that encounters in loss-of-separation.
I analyzed the differences between the closed-loop and open-loop flight trajectories
of aircrafts that were identified to have encounters in loss of separation. The anal-
ysis identified operationally significant deviations in the closed-loop trajectory data
with respect to the horizontal paths of the aircrafts. I then developed and validated
a heuristic algorithm, the ATC intervention detection algorithm, based on the find-
ings from the analysis. When used with a test dataset to validate the algorithm, it
achieved an 85.7% detection rate in detecting horizontal deviations made by the ATC
in resolving identified conflicts, and a false-alarm rate of 68%. In addition to the ATC
intervention detection algorithm, I present in this paper an analysis of deviated flight
trajectories in an effort to display how the presented methodology can be utilized to
provide insight into air traffic controller resolution strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In an effort to better aid pilots and air traffic controllers under the future Air Traffic
Control (ATC) system, there has been a significant investment made by government
agencies and industry stakeholders in the study and development of decision support
tools (DSTs) over the past two decades, especially in relation to conflict detection
and resolution (CD&R) models (Mohleji & Ostwald, 2003). However, CD&R mod-
els that have been proposed or have been implemented into DSTs consider only a
limited scope of conditions in a system that is very complex. The majority of the
CD&R models focus on utilizing mathematical algorithms that limit the air traffic
controllers’ understanding of the presented resolution strategies (Gordon, Shorrock,
& Pozzi, 2005; Kuchar & Yang, 2000). Having the air traffic controllers execute a
resolution strategy with limited knowledge of a solution process that differs from the
“mental model” they use in practice makes it difficult for the DSTs to be utilized ef-
fectively. Implementing DSTs for operational use is unlikely until the human-centered
computing issues are resolved with the new system being developed (S. J. Landry,
2011). The integration of ATC knowledge will provide valuable insight into developing
an advanced DST that can be accepted and trusted by users in a future operational
environment. User acceptance of DSTs can be achieved by, among other things, sug-
gesting conflict resolutions that are plausible and comprehensible for all operators in
the system.
Previous studies have addressed the need for a human-centered CD&R models and
identified strategies and rules of air traffic controllers based on simulations, interviews,
and laboratory experiments (S. Inoue et al., 2012; Kirwan, Flynn, & Bretigny, 2001;
Özgür & Cavcar, 2008; Rantanen & Wickens, 2012; Vela, Clarke, Feron, Durand, &
Singhose, 2011). However, the previous work does not present a formal methodology
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or framework that could systematically identify and characterize the knowledge of air
traffic controllers when executing their tasks under practical operations. Also, human
subject experiments are costly to conduct, therefore limiting the amount of data that
can be collected with fixed monetary resources. Researchers simplifying an event in
order to show clear casual links between variables make experiments artificial and
results may not generalize well to the real world.
The research presented in this thesis is an initial study to develop a systematic
method that can detect air traffic controller intervention under identified events using
historical aircraft flight trajectory data. The capability of automatically detecting air
traffic controller intervention by accessing mass amounts of historical aircraft flight
trajectory data will allow us to better understand and characterize when and how air
traffic controllers intervene with traffic to manage the airspace in current operations.
Even though the ultimate goal of this course of research is to characterize all
the possible reasons for ATCs to intervene with traffic, the present study focuses on
detecting intervention under identified loss of separation occurrences. A significant
portion of air traffic controller workload comes from the process of detecting potential
conflicts and implementing feasible strategies to manage air traffic situations. The
analysis of these control strategies is expected to contribute toward a better under-
standing of the higher-level cognitive strategies of controllers. This information can
provide key knowledge for establishing a model of how ATCs intervene to ensure air-
craft separation, and this model can be used for the design and implementation of
decision-support tools to better aid air traffic controllers in a plausible manner.
The work is organized as follows:
 In Chapter 2, I review past and present research in relation to the develop-
ment of a human-centered ATC support system and in association with conflict
detection and resolution models.
 In Chapter 3, I describe the procedural steps that were taken in the development
of the ATC intervention detection algorithm.
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 In Chapter 4, I present the results regarding the accuracy of the algorithm and
an analysis of ATC control strategies.
 In Chapter 5, I provide the study conclusions and recommendations for the
direction of future work.
4
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The projected growth in the number of aircraft operating in the U.S. national airspace
system (NAS) is likely to exceed the capability of the air traffic control system cur-
rently in operation. Consequently, the federal government and other air navigation
service providers are initiating a new concept of operation, known as the Next Gen-
eration Air Transportation System (NextGen), in an effort to improve the capacity
and throughput of the existing airspace. Its concept of operation will require incor-
porating new technologies into the existing air traffic system infrastructure, as well
as implementing new operational concepts designed to accommodate the increase in
air traffic capacity while maintaining the current safety and security level (Erzberger
& Paielli, 2002; FAA, 2011).
The newly proposed concept of operation is widely believed to change the fun-
damental authority structure of the current ATC system. Under some proposed
concepts, pilots will bear the main responsibility of strategic conflict resolution while
air traffic controllers are likely to act in a supervisory role, ensuring strategic flow
management and resolving conflicts in exceptional situations where intervention is
required on a tactical basis (Erzberger, 2004; Jha, Bisantz, & Parasuraman, 2003).
However, some initial research in this direction has shown that air traffic controllers
have difficulty in maintaining situation awareness under these conditions.
As the workload of the air traffic controllers becomes heavier and the tasks more
complex, the need for a system that can support the air traffic controllers becomes
greater (Banks, 2002). Extensive research has investigated the development of a con-
flict detection and resolution model that can identify conflicts and generate optimal
resolution strategies that are conflict free. Researchers have emphasized that the
CD&R models implemented in the DSTs will provide a functional reduction in air
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traffic controller workload by decreasing the amount of time and mental effort needed
to identify and resolve potential conflicts (Lanier & Coppenbarger, 2004). A large
portion of the air traffic controller workload under the current system is identifying
potential conflicts, generating a feasible resolution strategy, communicating with the
pilot for strategy implementation, and monitoring the identified conflict pair to en-
sure commands are properly executed for resolution. Thus, if CD&R DSTs are to
replace some of the mental workload of air traffic controllers, support tools will likely
be required to accomplish the tasks identified.
Previous studies have tried to determine what level of automation would enhance
the performance of air traffic controllers (Nijhuis, 2000). Different levels were consid-
ered as options, from fully manual to fully automated, with many levels in between
(Sheridan & Parasuraman, 2005). The results from one of the studies showed that
the best level of performance was achieved when automation provided the air traffic
controllers with advisories and the controls necessary to decide whether to accept the
advisory or not (Kirwan et al., 2001). An approach that seemed to work particu-
larly well was when the resolution advisory of a potential conflict was derived from a
mental model of the air traffic controller, as opposed to being derived from a purely
mathematical model (Kirwan & Flynn, 2002). Many DSTs have been developed in an
effort to effectively support ATCs in practice; however, the system cannot be prone
to errors in case the human-machine relationship breaks down.
Different methods have been suggested for modeling the CD&R algorithm, mostly
applying the tools of mathematical optimization or a probabilistic approach. Some of
the early work for modeling CD&R algorithms has approached the problem by apply-
ing methods such as constrained optimization, differential equations, and Markovian
processes (Bilimoria, Sridhar, & Chatterji, 1996; Blom, Bakker, Everdij, & Van der
Park, 2003; Kosecka, Tomlin, Pappas, & Sastry, 1997; Rong, Geng, Valasek, & Io-
erger, 2002). There are also probabilistic CD&R approaches that use stochastic meth-
ods to estimate the probability of conflict or collision (Campos & Marques, 2010; Kim,
Lee, Lee, & Kang, 2013; Prandini, Hu, Lygeros, & Sastry, 2000; Prandini & Watkins,
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2005; Vaddi, Kwan, Fong, & Cheng, 2012). In a comprehensive survey of the CD&R
models, it was noted that the proposed CD&R algorithms are only applicable under
a limited set of conditions and consider only limited options for resolving potential
conflicts (Kuchar & Yang, 2000). Also, the efficiency and effectiveness of these algo-
rithms remain to be established because practical implementation has not yet been
achieved.
Given the likelihood that the air traffic controller will continue to play an impor-
tant role in tactically managing air traffic in future operations, CD&R algorithms will
need to be designed so that the air traffic controllers can be kept well integrated within
the system. Developing a CD&R model based on air traffic controller knowledge can
generate advisory resolutions that are much more acceptable to controllers. However,
it is difficult for the system developer to acquire and understand the knowledge con-
tent of air traffic controllers’ because the knowledge content is highly specialized. In
attempts to acquire the basic knowledge of air traffic controllers, many previous re-
searchers have investigated their working processes and practices. One of the research
approaches was to model specific performances of air traffic controllers through sim-
plified air traffic control simulation experiments. For example, researchers conducted
experimental studies to analyze features of air traffic controllers’ judgment under po-
tential conflict (Loft, Bolland, Humphreys, & Neal, 2009; Rantanen & Wickens, 2012).
Some work focused on how air traffic controllers dynamically adapt control strate-
gies under different levels of workload (Fothergill & Neal, 2008). Another approach
focused on the cognitive process of air traffic controllers and on developing a com-
prehensive description of their work (Endsley & Rodgers, 1994; Kallus, Van Damme,
& Dittmann, 1999; Niessen, Eyferth, & Bierwagen, 1999; Rantanen, Yang, & Yin,
2006).
Although researchers have used different approaches to try to capture the mental
model of air traffic controllers, research attempting to analyze their control strategies
during real-world operation is rare (Fothergill & Neal, 2008). Previous studies reveal
that, under controlled experimental conditions, experienced air traffic controllers show
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performances that seem contradictory to what is expected. It has been reported that
the conflict judgments do not seem to significantly differ between expert and novice air
traffic controllers when dealing with traffic situations that are less complex (Rantanen
& Nunes, 2005).
However, research has revealed how differential experiences affect the cognitive
processes of air traffic controllers in managing traffic under varied situations (Redding,
Cannon, & Seamster, 1992; Stankovic, Raufaste, & Averty, 2008). This finding could
imply that the expertise of air traffic controllers is less noticeable when they are
performing simple tasks and more evident in situations where sophisticated cognitive
strategies are required. The air traffic controllers adapt their control strategies and
the timing of input in relation to the level of the workload. It has been noted that
a control strategy implemented by an air traffic controller can have an impact in
the later phases of an air traffic situation (K. Inoue, Ando, Aoyama, & Yamato,
2006). Furthermore, adopting a control strategy that can predictively avoid conflict
between aircraft was emphasized by ATC instructors as a way to reduce controller
workload and increase traffic efficiency (Karikawa, Takahashi, & Aoyama, 2010). A
field survey reported that air traffic controllers emphasized the importance of planning
skills to manage the traffic situations appropriately with limited cognitive resources
(D’Arcy & Rocco, 2001). The findings from previous research provide some valuable
information about capturing the knowledge of air traffic controllers and addressing
human factor issues in improving the aviation system. However, limited research is
being conducted that examines control strategies and their effect on task demands
(Fothergill & Neal, 2008). Therefore, research examining how air traffic controllers
perform in a real operation environment is necessary to obtain a better understanding
of the mental model they apply in actual practice. This kind of knowledge is relatively
difficult to gather because air traffic controllers’ control strategies for task demands
are based on identification of future projections of the traffic situation and deal with
analyzing control strategies that are difficult to interpret without explicit knowledge
of air traffic control operations. Moreover, air traffic controllers are known to set
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a buffer zone for potential error in their mental picture of future traffic situations
because unexpected blunders can make it practically impossible to accurately project
future traffic situations (Dwyer & Landry, 2009; S. J. Landry, 2011). The complex
cognitive processes of air traffic controllers described above make it extremely difficult
for researchers to analyze their dynamic task processes when operating in an actual
operational environment.
Based on the information gathered, it is important that we develop a method
that can be utilized to explore and better understand when and how air traffic con-
trollers intervene with traffic under real-world operation. Also, a generalization of air
traffic controller knowledge is necessary when forming a representation of air traffic
controllers’ mental model. This knowledge can then be used in the development of
human-centered systems to better support the air traffic controllers. To date, no
study has looked into the usage of historical data in an attempt to capture air traffic
control strategies in dealing with traffic under operations. Recreating actual traffic
situations of the past can be used to enable us to observe how air traffic controllers
operate in actual practice in a practical manner.
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3. METHODOLOGY
I undertook the following six procedural steps to develop the ATC intervention de-
tection algorithm and analyze the aircraft deviations:
1. Filter FlightAware data to collect closed-loop trajectories with their original
flight plan and generate corresponding open-loop trajectories based on the ex-
tracted flight plan information.
2. Identify aircraft pair(s) within the open-loop trajectory data that are expected
to have an encounter in a loss-of-separation incident.
3. Compare and analyze the open- and closed -loop trajectories of those aircrafts
that deviated due to expected loss of separation, and define operationally sig-
nificant flight path deviation based on the analysis.
4. Classify aircraft(s) within the closed-loop trajectories as “deviated trajectory”
and “non-deviated trajectory.”
5. Calculate statistics for “deviated trajectory” and “non-deviated trajectory” cat-
egories to characterize flight path deviation due to ATC interventions for sepa-
ration assurance.
6. Develop an algorithm to detect deviations in the flight trajectory data with
respect to ATC interventions for separation.
3.1 Flight Trajectory Data
I identified a list of 162 aircraft operating within the Cleveland Air Route Traffic
Control Center (ZOB ARTCC) at 1:00 p.m. on July 25, 2013. I collected the closed-
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loop trajectory data of these aircraft through the FlightAware database, which is com-
piled from 45 government sources, multiple airlines, and commercial data providers,
providing the flight profile with latitude, longitude, altitude, speed of each airborne
flight in ZOB ARTCC, and a list of the navigation fixes that the flights intended
to follow. I then utilized this information to generate open-loop trajectory data that
corresponded to the list of closed-loop trajectory data collected from the FlightAware
database. Figures 3.3.(a) and 3.3.(c) show example datasets that ware collected from
the FlightAware database.
Figure 3.1. The cockpit view of the Microsoft Flight Simulator X (FSX).
I used Microsoft©Flight Simulator X (FSX) software for generating the open-
loop trajectory data. I selected FSX for the simulation because it could be easily
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customized utilizing open source software, and it also provided the necessary quan-
titative output for the trajectory data. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show examples of visual
displays that microsoft©Flight Simulator X (FSX) software provides.
To generate the open-loop trajectory data, I set zero wind and standard tem-
perature to eliminate external factors that could possibly affect the output of the
simulation.
The re-creation of real traffic situations using open-loop flight trajectory data
approximated the actual air traffic as if aircraft in the airspace flew irrespective of each
other and without controller input. It attempts to replicate potential conflicts that
would be commonly resolved in real-world operations. This enables us to characterize
the conflict-event process within an airspace and is especially useful for characterizing
ATC intervention when resolution is needed for the expected events. I chose the ZOB
ARTCC as the test environment because it has one of the busiest and most complex
air traffic environments in the U.S. national airspace (Dale, 2013). Both closed-loop
and open-loop trajectory data are interpolated to 60 second intervals.
Figure 3.2. Display of the FSX generating open-loop trajectory data
with flight plan input.
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(a) Example of closed-loop trajectory data. (b) Example of open-loop trajectory data (FSX).
(c) Example of Waypoint Information (FlightAware).
Figure 3.3. Example Dataset for Analysis.
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3.2 Conflict Detection
An aircraft conflict or loss of separation occurs when minimum separation is not
maintained between two or more aircraft at all times. The specific separation re-
quirements vary depending on the phase of flight that the aircraft is operating under
and the type of operation that the aircraft is involved in, but typically, the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) specifies that any two aircraft must maintain at least
5 nautical miles (NM) horizontally and 1,000 feet vertically during the en-route phase
of operation, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. (Zhao & Schultz, 1997).
Figure 3.4. Illustration of the Aircraft Protection Zone. Adapted
from (Netjasov, 2012).
In practice, all aircraft operating within controlled airspace in the U.S. National
Airspace System are constantly monitored by air traffic controllers. In order to ensure
that the minimum separation standards are maintained by all aircrafts under opera-
tion, their flight trajectories are anticipated by the controller and potential conflicts
are detected. When a potential conflict is identified, the controllers will communicate
with the aircraft to initiate appropriate conflict avoidance maneuvers.
The air traffic controller directs different types of control actions to one or more
aircraft that are encountering a potential conflict to prevent the expected event from
taking place. The types of control action include deviation applied to an aircraft’s
horizontal path, vertical path, and in speed (Rantanen & Wickens, 2012). Each type
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of control action in resolving a conflict has its advantages and limitations. When
deciding which control action to apply, the controller must take into account factors
such as the time remaining until the conflict, aircraft performance capabilities, and
traffic situations in the airspace. When necessary, multiple control actions can be
applied to avoid a conflict.
Figure 3.5. A flight conflict plot that shows the number of conflict
encounters for aircraft “UAL1217.”
For the purposes of determining air traffic controller interventions associated with
the conflict resolution process, controllers check relative aircraft distances to deter-
mine whether aircraft pairs come in close proximity. If a violation of minimum sep-
aration standards is identified, control action by the controller is expected to take
place. I identify the aircraft pairs that are expected to lose separation by implement-
ing an algorithm that calculates the aircraft separation distance by using a Matlab
program. The algorithm also identifies the total number of conflicts that a single
15
Figure 3.6. List of aircrafts in a conflict encounter with “UAL1217.”
aircraft encounters for the time it enters and exits an airspace sector and the time
duration of the expected conflict. The aircraft trajectory of Ax is denoted (xi(t),
yi(t), zi(t)), representing the position and altitude of the aircraft over time. The con-
flict is identified for two aircrafts Ai and Aj when the relative horizontal and vertical




(xi (t)− xj (t))2 + (yi (t)− yj (t))2 < 5NM
h = |zi (t)− zj (t)| < 1000FT
(3.1)
Any conflict that was detected to occur below 18,000 feet was not considered in
the analysis to ensure that the aircrafts were in the en-route portion of the flight
phase, where nonstandard maneuvering is at a minimum. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show
examples of how the Matlab algorithm displays the results for an aircraft that was
identified to have an encounter in a loss of separation incident.
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3.3 Deviation Categorization
The open-loop trajectories of the aircraft that the algorithm identified would en-
counter a conflict were compared to the corresponding closed-loop trajectories. After
completing a thorough analysis of each aircraft pair in conflict, I classified each air-
craft within the conflict pair as “deviated trajectory” or “non-deviated trajectory.”
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 present illustrations of how the trajectories were categorized.
Figure 3.7. Example of a “non-deviated trajectory.”
Trajectories were classified as “deviated trajectory” only if the horizontal flight
path deviation appeared to resolve the expected loss of separation. Figure 3.9 illus-
tates an example of an operationally significant horizontal deviation.
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Figure 3.8. Example of a “deviated trajectory.”
I also examined and categorized the remaining data that were not identified as
being in potential conflict. If deviation was noticed among trajectories that were
not in the conflict set, I pulled those trajectories out of the analysis to ensure that
any deviations occurred solely due to ATC intervention and not because of other
intentions that were unknown in the experiment. Figure 3.10 shows an example of a
deviation that occurred for unknown reasons.
The horizontal deviation distance of the aircraft from its filed flight path was
calculated for the categorized trajectories and only the maximum deviation distance
values were collected as data for the “deviated trajectory” category. The statistical
measures from the categorized data provided a deviation threshold, which represents
the limits of normal operational variation in flight trajectories along its planned flight
18
Figure 3.9. Example of an operationally significant horizontal deviation.
path, for the deviation detection model. The details regarding the statistical measures
that provided the deviation threshold will be discussed in section 4.2.
3.4 Horizontal Deviation Measurement Method
Deviation is defined as a flight trajectory in which the predetermined deviation
distance is greater than some deviation threshold. The deviation distance is the
distance from each point on the open-loop trajectory to the nearest point on the
closed-loop trajectory. But, if the nearest points for the two trajectory data sets are
19
Figure 3.10. Example of a deviation with unknown intention.
not perpendicularly aligned, the measurement can be sensitive to along-track error.
Therefore, in this study, I also measured the dot product of the two nearest vectors
to see whether the two different measuring methods had any significant difference in
providing a good measure for the deviation threshold.
3.4.1 Method 1.
One way to measure horizontal deviation of an aircraft in regards to its filed plan
is by measuring the aircraft’s relative distance from its planned flight path. The angle
of two vectors from some point of origin can act as a good measure in representing
relative distance. The spherical coordinates determine the position of a point that
is constructed in a three-dimensional euclidean space based on the distance from the
20
orgin and two angles φ and θ, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. The two points on a
sphere can be considered as vectors defined by latitude, longitude, and radius. The
Cartesian coordinates for the defined vectors are x,y,z in the standard right-hand
coordinate system.
Figure 3.11. Graphic depicting the spherical coordinate system.
Adapted from (McGraw-Hill, 2009).
The origin is considered to be the center of the earth, and it is assumed that the
earth is spherical. From the spherical coordinate figure, the x, y, and z components
of the Cartesian coordinate system can be calculated (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997).
The Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z) = (rcosϕsinθ, rsinϕsinθ, rcosθ) (3.2)
The dot product can be applied to calculate the cos(δ), where (δ) is the angle









The cos(δ) value will indicate whether the aircraft is conforming to the planned
flight path or deviating away from it by providing a value between -1 and 1 (Krozel,
2002).
3.4.2 Method 2.
There is no method that can calculate the exact distance between two geographical
coordinates due to the irregularity in the surface of the earth. There are several
methods that can be used for the purposes of this study. The spherical law of cosines,
Haversine, and Vincenty formulas are a few that are widely used to calculate the
distance between coordinates. Whereas the Vincenty formula is used to calculate the
ellipsoidal distance between two points on the surface of a spheroid, the spherical
law of cosines and Haversine formulas calculate the great-circle distance, assuming
that the earth is spherical (Pineda-Krch, 2010). I used the spherical law of cosines
in this study because the results from the calculation were identical to the results
obtained from the Haversine formula, and its computational implementation was
simpler. The formula provides well-conditioned results as long as the distance between
the two coordinates is not smaller than 1 meter (Williams, 1997). The following is
the spherical law of cosines formula that I used to calculate the distance from each
point on the open-loop trajectory to the nearest point on the closed-loop trajectory
(Junkins & Shuster, 1993):
d = acos(sin (ϕ1) ∗ sin (ϕ2) + cos (ϕ1) ∗ cos (ϕ2) ∗ cos (∆λ) ∗R (3.4)
where φ is latitude, λ is longitude, and R is the earth’s radius. It was assumed that
the mean radius of the earth is 3440.065 NM. The deviation measurement of aircraft
A and aircraft B is shown in Figure 3.12 using both of the methods mentioned in
this section. The two methods present identical patterns in detecting deviation, but
measuring the angle between two coordinates results in a smoother graph.
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Figure 3.12. Example of deviation measurement in distance and angle.
3.5 ATC Intervention Detection Algorithm
The proposed heuristic algorithm that can detect ATC intervention due to pre-
dicted conflict is provided in Figure 3.13. It begins by calculating the deviation
distance (or angle) of the aircraft from its filed flight path, and the local maximum
of the deviation value identified in the deviation segment is denoted D∗. The local
maximum deviation value is then compared to the threshold value for the aircraft in
conformance to the planned flight path, and if it is smaller than the threshold Dn,
then it is classified as a “non-deviated trajectory.” If the local maximum deviation
value is larger than the threshold Dn, then it is checked against a larger threshold
Dd. If it exceeds this threshold, it is classified as “deviated trajectory” due to ATC
intervention in order to prevent predicted conflict from taking place.
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Figure 3.13. Heuristic states of horizontal deviation.
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Conflict Detection Algorithm
From the 162 open-loop trajectory data inputs, I identified a total of 47 pairs of
aircraft that would encounter a loss of separation if no control action were taken by
the air traffic controller.
Table 4.1
Partial list of aircraft pairs that were identified to encounter conflict
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Table 4.2
List of aircrafts encountering multiple conflicts
Among those pairs, 16 aircraft would have encountered multiple conflicts. The
list of the aircraft pairs that were identified to encounter conflict(s) is presented in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. I analyzed the pairs identified in the algorithm for categorization.
4.2 Threshold for the ATC intervention detection algorithm
Next, the 162 en-route trajectories in ZOB were analyzed to determine the devi-
ation threshold for the ATC intervention detection algorithm. From the methodol-
ogy discussed earlier, the closed-loop data was classified into two categories: “non-
deviated trajectory” and “deviated trajectory.” I set the threshold for Dn and Dd
using the 95th and 5th percentile value from the distribution of the two categories
classified. I used the 95th and 5th percentile value assuming that the aircraft oper-
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Table 4.3




Dn 2.5189 NM 0.9988
Dd 9.007 NM 0.9888
ating within the airspace will achieve navigation performance accuracy at least 95%
of the time. The threshold values used in this study are listed in Table 4.3.
4.3 Validation of ATC intervention detection algorithm
The algorithm identifies deviation in the closed-loop flight trajectories that oc-
curred due to air traffic controller intervention in resolving expected loss of separa-
tion, using the methods and thresholds described earlier. In order to verify whether
or not the ATC had intervened with the pairs of aircraft identified in the Matlab
algorithm, I analyzed the pairs to identify such deviations as a validation step.
Table 4.4













Algorithm does not detect in-
tervention and it occurred.
(missed detection)
Algorithm does not detect in-
tervention and it did not occur.
(correct no-calls)
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A new list of 127 aircraft operating within the ZOB ARTCC at 12:00 p.m. on July
31, 2013, was compiled as a sample data set to validate the accuracy of the algorithm.
The four situations that are probable in the algorithm are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.5
Performance Summary of Deviation Detection Algorithm
Distance Angle
False Detection 44 45
Missed Detection 3 3
Valid Detection 21 21
Verified Intervention Due to Conflict 24
Verified Detection 65 66
Rate of Missed Detection 0.125 0.125
Rate of False Detection 0.677 0.682
∗ Rate of Missed Detection = Missed Detections
Total Number of Detections (Valid Detections + False Detections)
∗ Rate of False Detection = False Detections
Total Number of Detections (Valid Alerts + False Alerts)
From the 127 closed-loop trajectory data newly collected, the ATC intervention
detection algorithm identified and classified 65 (66 using angle measurement) flight
trajectories being deviated by the air traffic controller due to expected loss of sepa-
ration. The Matlab conflict detection algorithm was able to verify through the open-
loop data that there were 24 pairs of aircraft that actually had an encounter in a loss
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of separation. The performance of the deviation detection algorithm is summarized
in Table 4.3.
The results show that 21 valid detections were made by the algorithm with 3
detections missed.
The measurement method used in the ATC intervention detection algorithm does
not seem to have a noticeable effect on the results. The algorithm achieved an 85.7%
detection rate in detecting deviations made by the ATC for resolving identified con-
flicts, and the probability of the algorithm giving a false alarm was 68%, although the
false alarm includes actual deviations that occured for reasons other than predicted
conflict avoidance. However, analyzing the 24 identified conflicts revealed that 3 con-
flict cases that had not been detected were resolved by a vertical maneuver applied
by the air traffic controller. All of the identified conflicts that had been resolved by
a horizontal maneuver have been detected. The rate of false alarms was higher than
anticipated. This could be for many unknown reasons, but one possibility comes
from the fact that air traffic controllers are known to keep aircraft sufficiently sepa-
rated so that there is enough time to intervene to prevent loss of separation when an
unexpected event takes place (S. Landry & Kim, 2010).
4.4 Effect of increased horizontal spacing on algorithm performance
To examine whether the buffer zone in the air traffic controller mental model had
any effect on the false alert rate, I examined the performance of the algorithm under a
protection zone with increased horizontal spacing. Table 4.4 illustrates the effect the
increased horizontal spacing of the aircraft protection zone had on the performance of
the algorithm. I modified the Matlab algorithm constraint to detect aircraft conflicts
under different conditions. The results reveal that the false alarm rate decreases as the
protection zone becomes wider in horizontal range. The false alarm rate decreased to
0.292, while the missed detection rate maintained a similar level of accuracy when the
horizontal radius of the protection zone was set at 8 NM, suggesting that air traffic
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controllers separated traffic with the consideration of unexpected events occurring in
mind.
Table 4.6
Algorithm Performance with Increased Horizontal Range of Protection Zone
Horizontal Range of Protection Zone
5 NM 6 NM 7 NM 8 NM
False Detection 44 39 27 19
Missed Detection 3 3 4 5
Valid Detection 21 26 38 46
Verified Intervention Due to Conflict 24 29 42 51
Verified Detection 65
Rate of Missed Detection 0.125 0.103 0.095 0.098
Rate of False Detection 0.677 0.600 0.415 0.292
4.5 Analysis of ATC conflict resolution strategies
There were a total of 162 aircraft data sets that were subject to the categorization
process. The algorithm identified 47 pairs of aircraft as having an encounter in a loss
of separation if no control action were to be taken by the air traffic controller. Most
conflicts were resolved by a control action implemented to a single aircraft, but there
were cases in which multiple aircrafts were involved in the conflict resolution strategy.
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Figure 4.3 illustrates a case in which an air traffic controller implemented resolu-
tion strategies to both aircraft identified to have an encounter in an expected conflict.
Figure 4.4 is a plotted graph of the horizontal path deviation for Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.1. Example of a dual maneuver implemented in conflict resolution.
Among the 47 pairs of aircraft detected, 49 aircraft were strategically separated
from the conflict by air traffic controllers implementing horizontal maneuvers. There
were 2 cases in which a vertical maneuver was applied in resolving a potential conflict.
Figure 4.5 provides an example of where an expected conflict between a pair of aircraft
was resolved by a vertical maneuver. There is no evident horizontal maneuver applied
to any of the aircraft in Figure 4.5, but Figure 4.6 clearly reveals that aircraft “B”
deviated vertically to avoid loss of separation. Also, the small deviation (1 NM)
that is apparent in Figure 4.6 was detected because aircraft flew past a waypoint
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Figure 4.2. Deviation measurement of horizontal path for Figure 4.3.
in executing a necessary turn. The implementation of multiple types of maneuvers
(horizontal + vertical) was identified in resolving the expected conflict. The cases
in which a change in speed was the sole factor in resolving the conflict were not
identified.
The ATC intervention detection algorithm in this study does not consider vertical
deviations and speed changes in the detection because there were not enough sample
cases in the resolution strategies to interpret for implementation of the two parame-
ters. Also, the large amount of noise in the speed data made it difficult to identify a
pattern from the information available. The study also revealed that 19 aircraft out
of the 47 pairs were expected to have an encounter in more than one case of loss of
separation. Figure 4.7 illustrates how “AWE1839” would have had an encounter in
six cases of sequential conflict if the air traffic controller had not intervened.
Although “AWE1839” was not the only aircraft to have a control action imple-
mented in resolving the sequential conflicts, it provided insight into the reason for
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Figure 4.3. Example of a vertical strategy implemented in conflict resolution.
Figure 4.4. Deviation measurement of horizontal and vertical path for Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Illustration of aircrafts having encounters in multiple conflicts.
the large amount of horizontal deviation (26 NM) directed to “AWE1839” by the air
traffic controller. The amount of deviation and the time the resolution strategy was
initiated in the separation maneuver could be somewhat related to the number of
conflicts that the aircraft was identified to encounter in the near future. Also, there
was not a single case in which the horizontal maneuver resulted in an increased flight
path. The air traffic controllers appear to facilitate the aircraft with maneuvers that
enable greater economical accommodations for pilots. The time that the resolution
maneuver was initiated varied from 5 to 26 minutes prior to the identified conflict,
but the majority of the resolution strategies were initiated around fourteen to fifteen
minutes prior to the conflict. The findings were somewhat similar to those in the pre-
vious study conducted by (Kirwan & Flynn, 2002), who identified air traffic controller
conflict resolution strategies for CORA by conducting interviews.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusion
Human factors issues must be fully addressed to ensure that safety and effi-
ciency are not compromised by implementing new technology to the airspace system.
Although human factors researchers have emphasized the importance of a human-
centered system and highlighted the key aspects of designing a successful decision
support tool, research is still being conducted on a mathematically rigorous con-
flict resolution algorithm that can replace air traffic controllers rather than support
them. To develop and design a human-centered conflict resolution decision support
tool that can generate trustworthy solutions for air traffic controllers to be imple-
mented in real-world operations, acquiring proper knowledge of air traffic controllers
is essential. Along these lines, this study demonstrated a method that can reveal
characteristics of air traffic controllers control strategies by utilizing historical data.
The methodology may be a solution to certain limitations and shortfalls that labo-
ratory experiments have in representing the real environment because the proposed
method uses data of air traffic controllers operating during actual work. The method
can be used to analyze control strategies for much more complex traffic situations in
an objective manner. It enables the analysis of air traffic controller strategies under a
variety of different conditions (e.g., weather, sector characteristics, layout of airway,
and phase of flight) that exist in real-world operations that may impact controllers
behavior. This knowledge concerning how air traffic controllers manage traffic under
different situations can be accumulated to be used in designing a reliable decision aid
that can ensure safety and support air traffic controllers in a plausible manner.
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5.2 Limitations and Future Work
This study presents initial results in the development of an algorithm that can
identify air traffic controller (ATC) intervention when expected conflicts are identified.
However, it must be noted that the conclusions drawn from the study are limited by
the small size of the data set and the immaturity of the heuristic algorithm used
to characterize air traffic controller intervention under identified loss of separation.
Due to the limited cases of vertical maneuvers and speed changes implemented by
the air traffic controllers in resolving expected conflicts, the two parameters could
not be considered for the development of the algorithm. Thus, the ATC intervention
detection algorithm is limited to identifying cases in which only horizontal maneuvers
were implemented for resolving expected conflicts. Also, the data collected for the
algorithm was limited to ZOB ARTCC. Future studies need to examine the effect
that airspace sectors with different characteristics have on how air traffic controllers
implement different control strategies. The results contained in this thesis suggest
additional avenues of research that could be used to refine the model.
 Efficient way of collecting and generating trajectory data.
The process of collecting closed-loop trajectory data from the FlightAware
database was a labor-intensive process that required an extensive amount of
data compiling, editing, and organizing to be used for analysis. Also, in or-
der to analyze a larger set of data, an easier, less time-consuming method for
generating an open-loop trajectory is required.
 Improved method of categorizing operationally significant deviation.
The trajectories of all the aircraft pairs that were identified to have an encounter
in a loss of separation incident were plotted, and the resolution strategies were
thoroughly examined to determine whether the deviations detected were opera-
tionally significant in resolving the conflict. This also required extensive manual
labor that limited the analysis of larger data sets. A rule-based algorithm needs
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to be developed that considers multiple parameters (horizontal maneuver, ver-
tical maneuver, and change of speed) to automatically identify and categorize
operationally significant deviations so that larger sets of data can be analyzed.
 Analysis of air traffic controller control actions with additional factors that
potentially lead to a deviation from the filed path.
Although this study focused on identifying ATC intervention under identified
loss of separations, other factors that could lead to a trajectory deviation need
to be analyzed. Added information in the analysis, such as embedding a radar
image of the weather, can possibly provide insight into deviations that have not
been characterized with consideration of a single factor in the analysis. Also,
analysis of different strategies that air traffic controllers implement to control
workload, rather than just prevent conflicts, needs to be modeled separately.
 Classification of air traffic controller resolutions strategies to generate rule-based
resolutions for decision support tools.
The final stage of this study should be to classify air traffic controller resolution
strategies under different intensity events that led to path deviation and present
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1 function [cw] = maincomp(m,tr)
2
3 % MAINCOMP performs computation for the data and allocate
4 % information to the base space
5
6 DataList = evalin('base','DataList');
7 DataFolder = evalin('base','DataFolder');
8 size data = evalin('base','size data');
9 if(tr)% when trajectory
10 [m t m la m lo m al] = maincomp aircraft(m);
11 cw=[];
12 for c = 1:size data
13 if(m 6=c)
14 [c t c la c lo c al] = maincomp aircraft(c);
15 [mi mf ci cf] = maincomp range(m t, c t);
16 if mi 6= 0
17 thereisconflict=maincomp Tcalc(m,mi,mf,c,ci,cf,m t,











28 [m t m la m lo m al] = maincomp aircraft(m);
29 assignin('base','m t',m t);
30 for c = 1:size data
31 if m 6= c
32 [c t c la c lo c al] = maincomp aircraft(c);
33 [mi mf ci cf] = maincomp range(m t, c t);
34 if mi 6= 0
35 maincomp calc(m,mi,mf,c,ci,cf,m t,m la,m lo,m al










46 [m t m la m lo m al]=maincomp aircraft(m);
47 [ti tf]=maincomp range all(ti,tf,m t);
48 for(c=m+1:size data)
49 if(m<c)
50 [c t c la c lo c al]=maincomp aircraft(c);
51 [mi mf ci cf]=maincomp range(m t, c t);
52 if(mi 6=0)
53 maincomp calc(m,mi,mf,c,ci,cf,m t,m la,m lo,m al











64 function [mi mf ci cf] = maincomp range(m t, c t)
65 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
66 % input: m t c t
67 % output: mi mf ci cf
68 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
69 % this function yields the four indices: main, compared aircraft,
70 % initial, and final indices
71 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
72
73 mi = 1;
74 ci = 1;
75
76 [mf,g1] = size(m t);
77 [cf,g2] = size(c t);
78
79 if m t(mi) < c t(ci)
80 while m t(mi) < c t(ci)
81 if m t(mf) < c t(ci)
82 mi = 0;
83 break
84 end
85 mi = mi + 1;
86 end
87 elseif m t(mi) > c t(ci)
88 while m t(mi) > c t(ci)
89 if m t(mi) > c t(cf)
90 mi = 0;
91 break
92 end





97 if m t(mf) < c t(cf)
98 while m t(mf) < c t(cf)
99 if mi == 0
100 break
101 end
102 cf = cf − 1;
103 end
104 elseif m t(mf) > c t(cf)
105 while m t(mf) > c t(cf)
106 if mi == 0
107 break
108 end




113 if mi == 0
114 ci = 0;
115 mf = 0;




120 function [] = ...
maincomp calc(m,mi,mf,c,ci,cf,m t,m la,m lo,m al,c t,c la,
121 c lo,c al)
122 R = 6371; % assuming radius of the earth is 6371 km
123 Dlimit = 9260;
124 Alimit = 1000;
125
126 length = mf − mi; % or it can be pf − pi
127
128 tempD = 0; % Distance (difference in latitude and longitude)




132 for i = 0:1:length
133 lat1 = m la(mi+i)*pi/180;
134 lat2 = c la(ci+i)*pi/180;
135 lon1 = m lo(mi+i)*pi/180;
136 lon2 = c lo(ci+i)*pi/180;
137 dlat = abs(lat2 − lat1);
138 dlon = abs(lon2 − lon1);
139 a = (sin(dlat/2))ˆ2 + cos(lat1)*cos(lat2)*(sin(dlon/2))ˆ2;
140 cl = 2 * atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1 − a));
141 tempD = R*cl*1000; % d in km, mulptiplied by 1000 to get m
142 tempA = abs(m al(mi+i) − c al(ci+i));
143 if (tempD < Dlimit) && (tempA < Alimit)
144 % condition to detect conflicts; to be used in numConflicts
145 t=m t(mi+i);
146 maincomp conflictinfo(m,c,m la(mi+i),c la(ci+i),m lo(mi+i),





152 function [] = maincomp conflictinfo(m,c, m la, c la, m lo, c lo,
153 m al, c al, t)
154 % Recall two matrix (one for each main and one for total)
155 MATRIX = evalin('base','CONFLICT');
156 if MATRIX(1,1) == 0
157 MATRIX = [m c m la c la m lo c lo m al c al t];
158 else





164 function [ti tf]=maincomp range all(ti,tf,m t)
46
165 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
166 % input: ti tf m t
167 % output: ti tf
168 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
169 % this function is used only when user wants to have "all" cases
170 % for conflict plot and trajectory
171 % this function updates ti and tf
172 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
173
174 [length garb]=size(m t); % measure the size to get the length //
175 % length will be used to find the greatest timestamp in each main
176 % time array
177 % check two cases: ti being greater than the first timestamp in
178 % each main time array
179 % tf being less than the last timestamp in each main time array
180 if(ti>m t(1)) % ti check
181 ti=m t(1);
182 end





188 function [thereisconflict] = ...
maincomp Tcalc(m,mi,mf,c,ci,cf,m t,m la,
189 m lo,m al,c t,c la,c lo,c al)
190 thereisconflict=0;
191 R = 6371; % assuming radius of the earth is 6371 km
192 Dlimit = 9260;
193 Alimit = 1000;
194
195 length = mf − mi; % or it can be pf − pi
196 tempD=0; % Distance (difference in latitude and longitude)




200 lat1 = m la(mi+i)*pi/180;
201 lat2 = c la(ci+i)*pi/180;
202 lon1 = m lo(mi+i)*pi/180;
203 lon2 = c lo(ci+i)*pi/180;
204 dlat = abs(lat2 − lat1);
205 dlon = abs(lon2 − lon1);
206 a = (sin(dlat/2))ˆ2 + cos(lat1)*cos(lat2)*(sin(dlon/2))ˆ2;
207 cl = 2 * atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1 − a));
208 tempD = R*cl*1000; % d in km, mulptiplied by 1000 to get m









218 function [m t m la m lo m al] = maincomp aircraft(m)
219
220 % MAINCOMP AIRCRAFT performs assignment of the four arrays
221 %
222 % [m t m la m lo m al] = maincomp aircraft(m)
223 % Input : m − Input aircraft indices from the user from
224 % the gui files. 0 means all aircraft.
225 %
226 % Output: m t − time array of the aircraft index directs.
227 %
228 % m la − latitude array of the aircraft index directs.
229 %
230 % m lo − longitude array of the aircraft index directs.
231 %
232 % m al − altitude array of the aircraft index directs.
233
48
234 DataList = evalin('base','DataList');
235 DataFolder = evalin('base','DataFolder');
236 WantedData = strcat(DataFolder,DataList(m));
237 fileID = fopen(WantedData{1});
238 C = textscan(fileID, '%f %f %f %f %*[ˆ\n]' ,'Headerlines',6);
239
240 m t = C{1};
241 m la = C{2};
242 m lo = C{3};
243 m al = C{4};
244
245 if (m t(1) 6= round(m t(1))) && (m t(2) 6= round(m t(2)))
246 m la ori = m la;
247 m lo ori = m lo;
248 m al ori = m al;
249 [x y] = size(m t);
250 m t2 = linspace(round(m t(1)),round(m t(x)),round(m t(x)
251 −round(m t(1))+1)).';
252 m la = interp1(m t,m la ori,m t2,'pchip');
253 m lo = interp1(m t,m lo ori,m t2,'pchip');
254 m al = interp1(m t,m al ori,m t2,'pchip');






261 function [] = marker(m,keyhistory)
262
263 % MARKER performs printing information about the conflict with
264 % each time range and a list of corresponding aircraft names.
265 %
266 % [] = marker(m,keyhistory)
267 %
268 % Input : m − Input aircraft indices from the user
49
269 % from the gui files. 0 means all aircraft.
270 %
271 % keyhistory − Conflict matrix that contains the indices
272 % of the reference and conflict aircraft and
273 % time and either having conflict or leaving
274 % conflict. The sorted order is as followed:
275 % conflict, main,time, add/subtract.
276
277 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%





283 % marker matrix build %
284 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
285 j=1; % pointer for key history
286 cnt=0; % mrkstr size






293 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% NO REPETITION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
294
295 if(keyhistory(j,2) 6=keyhistory(j+1,2))
296 if(j==1) % first time?
297 mrkstr=[keyhistory(1,1) keyhistory(1,3)];
298 % first row is always adding
299 cnt=1;
300 j=2;
301 else % not the first time?
302 if(keyhistory(j,4)) % if add?
303 mrkstr=[mrkstr;[air1,air2]];
50
304 % use strcat to add the issued string
305 cnt=cnt+1;
306 else % if subtract?
307 for k=1:cnt
308 postit=ismember(mrkstr(k,:),[air1 air2]);
309 % search "mrkstr"
310 if((postit(1)==1)&&(postit(2)==1))






317 j=j+1; % update the current pointer
318 end
319




324 % temporary pointer to read array till the end of repetition
325 tempval=keyhistory(j,2);
326 % create temporary value to check till when it repeats
327 while((tempj≤keylength)&&(tempval==keyhistory(tempj,2)))
328 air1=keyhistory(tempj,1);
329 % aircraft differs in each loop//
330 % it is the aircraft name that we have to add
331 air2=keyhistory(tempj,3);
332 if(keyhistory(tempj,4)) % if add?
333 mrkstr=[mrkstr;[air1,air2]];
334 cnt=cnt+1;
335 else % if subtract?
336 for k=1:cnt % max pointer
337 postit=ismember(mrkstr(k,:),[air1 air2]);
338 % search "mrkstr"
51
339 if((postit(1)==1)&&(postit(2)==1))












352 % update current pointer to end of repetition
353 end
354







362 function []=marker print(m,ti,tf,mrkstr,length)
363 fprintf('Time[%d %d] => ',ti,tf);



































398 function [keyhistory] = plotter matrix(m)
399 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
400 % input: none %
401 % output: soakedmatrix %
402 % later in the future it will have a name "key" %
403 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
404 CONFLICT = evalin('base','CONFLICT');





409 [endpt garb1] = size(key);
410 previous = 1;
411 current = 2;
412 sw = 0;
413 % boolean logic (TRUE or FALSE)
414 soakedmatrix=zeros(1,4);
415 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
416 % comp ti tf main matrix begins %
417 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
418 while(current ≤ endpt)
419 if(conflicttime(previous)+1 6= conflicttime(current))
420 if(sw) %there is a value






425 soakedmatrix = [conflictwith2(previous) conflicttime(1)
426 conflicttime(previous) ...
conflictwith1(previous)];







434 sw conflicttime(previous) conflictwith1(previous)]);
435 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
436 % comp ti tf main matrix ends %
437 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
438 [keylength garb2]=size(soakedmatrix);
439 clear garb1 garb2 sw previous current endpt; % memory clear!
440 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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441 % comp t main +/− begins %
442 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
443 ascend=[soakedmatrix(:,1) soakedmatrix(:,2) soakedmatrix(:,4)];
444 descend=[soakedmatrix(:,1) soakedmatrix(:,3) soakedmatrix(:,4)];
445 % left is conflict name & right is time
446 add=[ascend;descend];
447 keyhistory=zeros(2*keylength,1); % half of the array is 1
448 for i=1:1:keylength
449 keyhistory(i)=1;
450 end % rest half is 0
451 keyhistory=[add keyhistory];
452 % ascend has 1, descend has 0, the matrix is sorted by time
453 keyhistory=sortrows(keyhistory,2); % sort by time
454 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
















471 m t = ti:tf; % call the array m t
472 end
473 if(m)
474 [mlength garb1]=size(m t);
475 % have to know length of m t to make Y−axis of the plot
55
476 else
477 [garb1 mlength]=size(m t);
478 end
479 clear garb1;
480 numconflictarray = zeros(mlength,1); % matrix for Y−axis of the plot
481 i=1; % pointer for m t array
482 j=1; % pointer for keyhistory matrix
483 sw=0; % boolean logic true or false
484 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
485 % FILL UP
486 % loop
487 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
488 while(j<keylength) % first loop
489 if(m t(i)==keyhistory(j,2))
490 % if "m t" meets "keyhistory" time elements
491 if(keyhistory(j,2) 6=keyhistory(j+1,2))
492 % no repetition
493 if(keyhistory(j,4)) % if switch is on
494 sw=sw+1; % add
495 else % otherwise
496 sw=sw−1; % 0
497 end
498 j=j+1;




503 if(keyhistory(tempj,4)) % if switch is on
504 sw=sw+1; % add 1
505 else % otherwise









514 % index for m t and numconflictarray are the same
515 i=i+1;
516 end
517 while(i≤mlength) % second loop
518 if(m t(i)==keyhistory(j,2))
519 % if "m t" meets "keyhistory" time elements
520 if(keyhistory(j,4)) % if switch is on
521 sw=sw+1; % add 1
522 else % otherwise







530 m t=[m t(1)−1;m t]; % before the main aircraft enters,
531 else
532 m t=[m t(1)−1 m t];
533 end
534 numconflictarray=[0;numconflictarray]; % the value is always 0
535 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
536 plot(m t,numconflictarray);
537 title('The Set of Conflicts that occur for each Timestamp');
538 xlabel('timestamp (second)');








545 % SHOWLIST performs collection of the aircraft that has conflict
546 % with and ask users to put which aircraft that the users
547 % are interested in plotting the trajectory
548 %
549 % []=showlist(cw)
550 % Input : cw − The indices of aircraft that has conflict with the




555 % rebuild length −−> will be modified as cw is reduced
556 for i=1:cwlength−1
557 % read from the first element to the 2nd last element
558 if(cw(i)) % if element is not 0
559 temp=cw(i);% save whatever value
560 for k=i+1:cwlength









570 cw new=zeros(constructlength,1); % build an empty array
571 p=1;
572 for j=1:cwlength
573 if(cw(j)) % only when cw element is not zero







580 [clength garb2]=size(cw new);
581 clear garb1 garb2;
582 fprintf('Compared aircraft(s) with confliction is(are):\n')
583 for n = 1:clength
584 fprintf('%d. %s\n',n,strrep(DataList{cw new(n)},'.txt',''))
585 end
586 fprintf('\nTo plot, select numbers from the list.
587 If ALL aircraft plot is desired, enter 0.\n');
588 fprintf('If MULTIPLE aircraft plots are desired,
589 separate aircraft numbers with comma.');







597 % TRAJECTORY performs plot of the trajectory of the reference
598 % and conflict aircraft that the user is interested in
599 %









609 DataList = evalin('base','DataList');
610 [m t m la m lo m al] = maincomp aircraft(m);
611 M = [m lo m la m al.*.3048]; %long, lat, al (deg, m)
612 M cart = ell2cart(M);






618 clear m t m la m lo m al M M cart;
619 [m t m la m lo m al] = maincomp aircraft(cw new(i));
620 M = [m lo m la m al.*.3048]; %long, lat, al (deg, m)
621 M cart = ell2cart(M);







629 function [m]=getData(m string)
630
631 % GETDATA performs allocation of datalist as an array and user input
632 %
633 % [m] = getData(m string)
634 %
635 % Input : m string − Input from the user from the gui files.
636 %
637 %
638 % Allocation: DataList − It is an array of names of aircraft
639 % saved as textfiles in another folder.
640 %
641 % extension − 'txt.'.
642 %
643 % Output: m − The index number of the main aircraft from the
644 % user's input. When user asks for total conflict







651 m=getData name finder(m string); %getting data list, find main
652 DataList=evalin('base','DataList');
653 size data mat=size(DataList); %getting size of data
654 size data=size data mat(2);
655 clear size data mat;











667 getData name extractor;
668 datalist = evalin('base','DataList');
669 extension = evalin('base','extension');





675 fprintf('\nwe are sorry. the program failed to find
676 the aircraft from the directory.\nplease check the
677 directory and type in the main aircraft
678 viewpoint again.\n');
679 fprintf('\nby default, the program will run the







686 function[] = getData name extractor
687 DataFolder = evalin('base','DataFolder');
688 extension = evalin('base','extension');
689 Datalocation = strcat(DataFolder,'*',extension);








698 % ELL2CART performs transformation from ellipsoidal coordinates




703 % Inputs: ELL Geographic coordinates as nx3−matrix
704 % (longitude, latitude, height) [degree, m]
705 % 3xn−matrices are allowed. Be careful with 3x3−matrices!
706 % nx2−matrices are allowed, all heights are set to 0 in that case.
707 % Southern hemisphere is signaled by negative latitude.
708 % ELL may also be a file name with ASCII data to be processed.
709 % No point IDs, only coordinates as if it was a matrix.
710 %
711 % The underlying ellipsoid as string in lower case letters,
712 % default if omitted or set to [] is 'besseldhdn'
713 % See Ellipsoids.m for details.
714 %
715 % Outputs: CART nx3−matrix with right−handed
716 % cartesian coordinates (x y z) in [m]
717
718 % Author:
719 % Peter Wasmeier, Technical University of Munich
62
720 % p.wasmeier@bv.tum.de
721 % Jan 18, 2006
722
723 %% Do some input checking
724





730 % Input size checking and defaults
731 if ¬any(ismember(size(ELL),[2 3]))
732 error('Coordinate list ELL must be a nx3− or nx2−matrix!')













746 %% Load ellipsoids
747 load Ellipsoids;
748 if ¬exist(ellips,'var')
749 error(['Ellipsoid ',ellips,' is not defined in











760 % 1. numerical eccentricity
761 e2=(ell.aˆ2−ell.bˆ2)/ell.aˆ2;
762
763 % norm radius
764 N=ell.a./sqrt(1−e2*sin(B).ˆ2);
765















781 function varargout = gui Directory(varargin)
782 % GUI DIRECTORY MATLAB code for gui Directory.fig
783
784 gui Singleton = 1;
785 gui State = struct('gui Name', mfilename, ...
786 'gui Singleton', gui Singleton, ...
787 'gui OpeningFcn', @gui Directory OpeningFcn, ...
788 'gui OutputFcn', @gui Directory OutputFcn, ...
789 'gui LayoutFcn', [] , ...
64
790 'gui Callback', []);
791 if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})




796 [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
797 else
798 gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
799 end
800
801 % −−− Executes just before gui Directory is made visible.
802 function gui Directory OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata,
803 handles, varargin)
804 % This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
805 % hObject handle to figure
806 % eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
807 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
808 % varargin command line arguments to gui Directory (see VARARGIN)
809
810 % Choose default command line output for gui Directory
811 handles.output = hObject;
812 DataFolder = '../Data/';
813 extension = '.txt';
814 %Pulling list of names
815 Datalocation = strcat(DataFolder,'*',extension);
816 a = dir(Datalocation);
817
818 %To global workspace
819 assignin('base','DataList',{a.name});
820 DataList=evalin('base','DataList');
821 size data mat = size(DataList);
822 size data = size data mat(2);
823 clear size data mat;
824 list='';
65





830 % Update handles structure
831 guidata(hObject, handles);
832




837 % −−− Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
838 function varargout = gui Directory OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata,
839 handles)
840 % varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
841 % hObject handle to figure
842 % eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
843 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
844
845 % Get default command line output from handles structure
846 varargout{1} = handles.output;
847
848 function edit1 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
849 % hObject handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
850 % eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
851 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
852 % −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
853
854 function edit1 CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
855








863 function varargout = gui Executive(varargin)
864 % GUI EXECUTIVE MATLAB code for gui Executive.fig
865
866 gui Singleton = 1;
867 gui State = struct('gui Name', mfilename, ...
868 'gui Singleton', gui Singleton, ...
869 'gui OpeningFcn', @gui Executive OpeningFcn, ...
870 'gui OutputFcn', @gui Executive OutputFcn, ...
871 'gui LayoutFcn', [] , ...
872 'gui Callback', []);
873 if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})




878 [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
879 else
880 gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
881 end
882 % End initialization code − DO NOT EDIT
883
884 % −−− Executes just before gui Executive is made visible.
885 function gui Executive OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata,
886 handles, varargin)
887 % This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
888 % hObject handle to figure
889 % eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
890 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
891 % varargin command line arguments to gui Executive (see VARARGIN)
892
893 % Choose default command line output for gui Executive




897 % Update handles structure
898 guidata(hObject, handles);
899
900 % UIWAIT makes gui Executive wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
901 % uiwait(handles.figure1);
902
903 % −−− Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
904 function varargout = gui Executive OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata,
905 handles)
906 % varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
907 % hObject handle to figure
908 % eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
909 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
910
911 % Get default command line output from handles structure
912 varargout{1} = handles.output;
913
914 % −−− Executes on button press in checkbox conflict.






921 % −−− Executes on button press in checkbox trajectory.
922 function checkbox trajectory Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
923




928 % −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton okay.
929 function pushbutton okay Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
68
930




935 close gui Executive;
936 elseif((handles.check3)&&(handles.check1))
937 gui FlightConflict;
938 close gui Executive;
939 elseif((handles.check3)&&(handles.check2))
940 gui Trajectory;





946 function varargout = gui FlightConflict(varargin)
947 % GUI FLIGHTCONFLICT MATLAB code for gui FlightConflict.fig
948
949 gui Singleton = 1;
950 gui State = struct('gui Name', mfilename, ...
951 'gui Singleton', gui Singleton, ...
952 'gui OpeningFcn', ...
@gui FlightConflict OpeningFcn, ...
953 'gui OutputFcn', ...
@gui FlightConflict OutputFcn, ...
954 'gui LayoutFcn', [] , ...
955 'gui Callback', []);
956 if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})




961 [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
962 else
69
963 gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
964 end
965 % End initialization code − DO NOT EDIT
966
967 % −−− Executes just before gui FlightConflict is made visible.
968 function gui FlightConflict OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata,
969 handles, varargin)
970 % This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
971 % hObject handle to figure
972 % eventdata reserved − to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
973 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
974 % varargin command line arguments to gui FlightConflict (see ...
VARARGIN)
975
976 % Choose default command line output for gui FlightConflict
977 handles.output = hObject;
978
979 % Update handles structure
980 guidata(hObject, handles);
981
982 % −−− Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
983 function varargout = gui FlightConflict OutputFcn(hObject,
984 eventdata, handles)
985
986 varargout{1} = handles.output;
987
988 function edit input Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
989
990 handles.str = get(hObject,'String');
991 guidata(hObject, handles)
992
993 % −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
994 function edit input CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
995






1001 % −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton okay.
1002 function pushbutton okay Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1003








1012 function edit marker Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1013
1014 % −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
1015 function edit marker CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1016





1022 % −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton marker.
1023 function pushbutton marker Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1024








1032 % −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton directory.
1033 function pushbutton directory Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1034







1042 function varargout = gui Trajectory(varargin)
1043 % GUI TRAJECTORY MATLAB code for gui Trajectory.fig
1044
1045 gui Singleton = 1;
1046 gui State = struct('gui Name', mfilename, ...
1047 'gui Singleton', gui Singleton, ...
1048 'gui OpeningFcn', @gui Trajectory OpeningFcn, ...
1049 'gui OutputFcn', @gui Trajectory OutputFcn, ...
1050 'gui LayoutFcn', [] , ...
1051 'gui Callback', []);
1052 if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})




1057 [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
1058 else
1059 gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:});
1060 end
1061
1062 % −−− Executes just before gui Trajectory is made visible.
1063 function gui Trajectory OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata,
1064 handles, varargin)
1065
1066 % Choose default command line output for gui Trajectory
72
1067 handles.output = hObject;
1068
1069 % Update handles structure
1070 guidata(hObject, handles);
1071
1072 % −−− Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
1073 function varargout = gui Trajectory OutputFcn(hObject,
1074 eventdata, handles)
1075
1076 varargout{1} = handles.output;
1077
1078 % −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton directory.
1079 function pushbutton directory Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1080





1086 function edit main Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1087
1088 handles.str1 = get(hObject,'String');
1089 guidata(hObject, handles);
1090
1091 % −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
1092 function edit main CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1093





1099 % −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton showlist.
1100 function pushbutton showlist Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1101
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1112 function edit comp Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1113




1118 % −−− Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
1119 function edit comp CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1120





1126 % −−− Executes on button press in pushbutton plot.
1127 function pushbutton plot Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
1128







FLIGHT TRAJECTORIES ENCOUNTERING IN
LOSS-OF-SEPARATION
(a) Open-loop trajectories with loss-of-separation encounters.
(b) Closed-loop trajectories in correspondence with Figure (a).

















































































Figure B.4. Aircraft trajectories enountering in multiple conflict.
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APPENDIX C
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF DEVIATION
CATEGORIZATION
(a) Statistics of “non-deviated trajectory (distance).”
(b) Statistics of “non-deviated trajectory (angle).”
Figure C.1. Statistical summary of “non-deviated trajectory.”
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(a) Statistics of “deviated trajectory (distance).”
(b) Statistics of “deviated trajectory (angle).”
Figure C.2. Statistical summary of “deviated trajectory”
94
APPENDIX D
INITIATION TIME FOR HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION
MANEUVERS
Figure D.1. Initiation time for horizontal resolution maneuvers.
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APPENDIX E
CONFLICT DETECTION WITH INCREASED
HORIZONTAL RANGE OF PROTECTION ZONE
(a) Protection zone with “6 NM” range. (b) Protection zone with “7 NM” range.
(c) Protection zone with “8 NM” range.
Figure E.1. Conflict detection with increased horizontal range of protection zone.
